Mars Supports Superior Shopping Experiences
CHALLENGE
The average large food market will stock over 43,000 items that need to
be stored at consistent temperatures starting from delivery to the point of
leaving the store freshly bagged with a hungry customer. Specialty premium
retailers like Busch’s Fresh Food Market —operating with 17 stores in southeast
Michigan— also face stiff competition in the quest to satisfy shoppers demanding both premium product choices and a superior shopping experience. Calling themselves the “local neighborhood market”, the Busch’s leadership team,
still being led by the founding family, feels the pressure of growing consumer
expectations for shopping and meal “destination” spots -- expectations that
only whet a customer’s appetite for a high-quality experience. Combine this
with the necessity for a protective shield against winters that score high on the
winter misery index and hot, muggy summers and the need for Mars to the
rescue is unquestionable.

THE SOLUTION
Expansive doors at the store’s entry make for large welcoming openings that
invite the wrong crowd—flying pests, exterior air that is too hot or too cold,
and winds carrying dust and debris. This makes the need for the Mars protective shield at the store’s main entry increasingly critical for workers who spend
hours greeting and checking out guests. Using Mars commercial-industrial
hybrid Standard units at the doors now mean workers realize no appreciable
dip in performance when the weather is disagreeable. Study after study affirms
— cold temperatures drop worker’s productivity, diminish collaboration and
degrade human interaction, so much so that experts now link warmth to better
interpersonal relationships. For store managers, the units do more than their
share to save energy and cut skyrocketing utility costs and that is a welcome
assist every season.
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“WE SEE REAL VALUE IN THE UNITS AS THEY KEEP
TEMPS CONSISTENT AT THE ENTRANCE.”
BUSCH’S FRESH FOOD MARKET STORE MANAGER

THE TITAN OF RETAIL TURNS TO THE TITAN OF TOUGH
When your supercenter stores are an average of 179,000 sq. ft., you

SUPERIOR SANITATION SUPPORT FOR ICONIC
FOOD PROCESSOR
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NEW COMFORT FOR OLD SPACES +
RAMPED UP ENERGY SAVINGS

PLASTIC STRIP CURTAINS OUR NUMBER ONE HAZARD
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